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1. Opening of the Session

2. Adoption of the Agenda and arrangements for the Session and designation of the Drafting Committee

   **MS competence - MS vote**

3. Recent developments in fish trade

   **EU competence - EU vote**

4. Report from the Secretariat of the COFI Sub-committee on Aquaculture

   **Shared competence - EU vote**

5. Report on fish trade-related activities in FAO

   **EU competence - EU vote**

6. Social sustainability in fisheries value chain and the link to trade

   **Shared competence - EU vote**

7. Reduction of fish food losses and waste

   **Share competence - MS vote**

8. Voluntary Guidelines for Catch Documentation Schemes

   **EU competence - EU vote**

9. Update on activities related to food quality, safety and market access

   **Shared competence - EU vote**

10. Update on CITES related activities
11. The impact of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) on livelihoods, trade, food fish supply and consumption

12. The impact of climate change on future fish supply, trade and consumption

13. Monitoring implementation of article 11 of the Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries

14. Statements by observers

15. Election of Chairperson and Vice-Chairpersons of the Seventeenth Session of the COFI Sub-Committee on Fish Trade

16. Any other matters

17. Date and place of the Seventeenth Session

18. Adoption of the Report

---

1 Subject to further information on content of items under these points of the agenda